Executive Board, March 10, 1972

RECOMMENDATIONS

for

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS AND PROMOTIONS

for the period from February 10, 1972 through March 8, 1972

THE COLLEGE

Appointment

Mr. Robert E. Engs as Assistant Professor of History for three years effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure will begin with this appointment). (born 1943, Colorado Springs, Colo.; A.B., 1965, Princeton Univ., Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs; Ph.D. degree expected from Yale in June, 1972)

Promotions

The promotion of Dr. Alexander V. Riasanovsky to Professor of History effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary, with tenure).

The promotion of Dr. Walter D. Wales to Professor of Physics, effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary, has tenure).

Leaves of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Carol L. Bernstein, Assistant Professor of English, for the academic year 1972-73 without salary from the University; all benefits continued except TIAA/CREF. (to study the history of nineteenth century London through such issues as its growth in architecture, the changes in social conditions, and the role of popular journalism)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Leendert Binnendijk, Professor of Astronomy, for the Spring term 1972-73, with full salary from the departmental budget and the continuation of benefits. (to prepare a new manuscript for a revised edition of his textbook, entitled "Properties of Double Stars")

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Judith B. Fetterley, Assistant Professor of English, for the academic year 1972-73 without salary from the departmental budget; continuation of benefits except TIAA/CREF. (to extend and develop the work, begun with her dissertation, on the relationships between and among Mark Twain's books)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Kenneth Lande, Associate Professor of Physics, for the academic year 1972-73 with up to one-half salary and the continuation of benefits. (to spend the year at Tel Aviv University and to participate in the continuation of the K±π interaction study begun last year by the Tel-Aviv-Heidelberg collaboration at CERN)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Phyllis Rackin, Assistant Professor in the General Honors Program, College of Arts and Sciences, for the academic year 1972-73 with up to one-half salary from the department budget and the continuation of benefits. (to complete a book on modern contextualist literary theory and to begin work on a book dealing with Shakespeare and Renaissance poetic theory)

SECRETARY
Leaves of Absence (Cont'd)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Harris B. Savin, Associate Professor of Psychology, for the Fall term 1972-73 with full salary and continuation of benefits. (to accept an invitation from the Centre d'Etude des Processus Cognitifs et du Langage in Paris)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Benjamin S. P. Shen, Professor of Astronomy, for the academic year 1972-73, with up to one-half salary from a University supported budget; continuation of benefits. (to undertake further research on the interaction and propagation of cosmic rays and the variability of quasars and compact galaxies)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Walter D. Wales, Associate Professor of Physics, for the academic year 1972-73, with up to one-half salary from a University supported budget; continuation of benefits. (to engage in research activities at the Laboratory of Nuclear Studies as a Visiting Fellow of Cornell Univ.)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Ruth L. Widmann, Assistant Professor of English, for the academic year 1972-73 without salary from the departmental budget; continuation of benefits except TIAA/CREF. (to work on a computer study on William Shakespeare)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Michael W. Zuckerman, Associate Professor of History, for the academic year 1972-73, without salary from the departmental budget; benefits to be continued. (has been awarded a National Endowment for the Humanities Senior Fellowship; he plans to begin work on a study of community and character in early America)

WHARTON SCHOOL

Appointment


Reappointments

The reappointment of Dr. Bernard E. Anderson as Assistant Professor of Industry, for three years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970)

The reappointment of Dr. Paul Barron as Assistant Professor of Business Law, for three years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970)

The reappointment of Dr. George Maenick as Assistant Professor of Sociology, for three years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970, full salary).

The reappointment of Dr. Louis M. Scagull as Assistant Professor of Political Science for two years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970)
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WHARTON SCHOOL (Continued)

Reappointments (Contd)

The reappointment of Dr. Jerold M. Starr as Assistant Professor of Sociology, for three years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970).

The reappointment of Dr. Charles Thrall as Assistant Professor of Sociology, for three years effective July 1, 1973 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure began July, 1970).

Promotion

The promotion of Dr. John S. deCani to Professor of Statistics and Operations Research, effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary, has tenure).

Leaves of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. F. Gerard Adams, Professor of Economics, for the Spring term 1972-73, with one-half salary from the departmental budget and the continuation of benefits. (to carry on research at re-estimating and expanding the OECD trade model and in collaboration with Bill Branson to attempt to integrate the trade model with a model of the other aspects of the balance of payments for the industrialized countries. The work will be carried on from a base of operations in Europe)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. John D. Durand, Professor of Economics, for the Spring term 1971-72, with full salary from the departmental budget and the continuation of benefits. (to complete work on a book on world population history)

The continuation of the scholarly leave of absence for Dr. E. Gerald Hurst, Assistant Professor of Industry, for the academic year 1972-73 without salary from the University; benefits to be continued as paid by him. (to conduct research on management at the European Institute for Advanced Studies in Management, Brussels, Belgium)

The continuation of the leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Dr. Michael Lynch, Assistant Professor of Economics, for the Spring term 1971-72 without salary from the University; without fringe benefits. (employed at Office of Telecommunications Policy, Washington, D.C.)

A scholarly leave of absence for Dr. Philip Pochoda, Assistant Professor of Sociology, for the Spring term 1972-73 with full salary and the continuation of benefits. (to complete manuscript on the treatment of ideology in sociological and social theory; and to continue investigations in European social history, in particular the development of order in the 16th and 17th centuries)

A leave of absence (for employment elsewhere) for Dr. David Solomons, Professor of Accounting, for the academic year 1972-73 without salary from the University; without benefits. (to accept invitation from Advisory Board of Accountancy Education in the United Kingdom, to undertake a long-range inquiry into the educational needs of the British accountancy profession)

SCHOOLS OF ENGINEERING

Leaf of Absence

An extension of the leave of absence (due to disability) for Dr. George A. Mihram, Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering, for the Spring term 1971-72. Dr. Mihram's leave for the academic year 1971-72 will not count toward his tenure accrual.

SECRETARY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Appointment

The appointment of Mr. Seymour Subitzky as Research Adjunct Professor of Landscape Architecture and Regional Planning, Graduate School of Fine Arts, from January 15, 1972 to January 15, 1973 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).


SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Appointment

The appointment of Miss Eleanor Ryder as Associate Professor of Social Work with tenure effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary).

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

The designation of Dr. J. Russell Elkinton as Emeritus Professor of Medicine, School of Medicine, effective July 1, 1972.

The designation of Dr. Hugh Montgomery as Emeritus Professor of Medicine, School of Medicine, effective July 1, 1972.

Appointment

The appointment in a second department of Dr. Kunihiko Suzuki as Professor of Pediatrics, School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1971. Home department is Neurology, School of Medicine.

Reappointments

The reappointment of Dr. James T. Lambeth as Adjunct Assistant Professor of Radiology, School of Medicine, effective for the period from Feb. 1, 1972 to January 31, 1973 (partial affiliation, partial salary, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. Edwin J. Levy as Assistant Professor of Dermatology, School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1972 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. Richard G. Lonsdorf as Assistant Professor of Clinical Psychiatry, School of Medicine, for three years effective retroactively from July 1, 1971 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. Albert S. Mildvan as Associate Professor of Physical Biochemistry, Johnson Foundation, School of Medicine, for three years effective retroactively from July 1, 1971 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. James F. O'Neill as Assistant Professor of Grad. Surgery, School of Medicine, for the period retroactively from July 1, 1970 to June 30, 1973 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (Continued)

Reappointments (Contd)

The reappointment and change of title for Dr. Nural H. Sarkar from Visiting Assistant Professor to Assistant Professor of Research Pediatrics, School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1972 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. Ira L. Schamberg as Assistant Professor of Dermatology, School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1972 (partial affiliation, partial salary, without tenure).

The reappointment of Dr. Mario V. Troncelliti as Assistant Professor of Anesthesia, School of Medicine, for three years effective retroactively from July 1, 1971 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure).

Changes in Title, Affiliation and Salary Status

A change in affiliation for Dr. Leonard Bachman, Professor of Anesthesia School of Medicine, effective January 15, 1972, from full to partial affiliation, without salary from the University.

A change in salary status for Dr. Gordon N. French, Adjunct Assistant Professor of Community Medicine, School of Medicine, effective January 1, 1972 from partial salary to without salary (partial affiliation, without tenure).

Change in title, affiliation and salary status for Dr. George D. Webster from Associate Professor of Medicine, with full affiliation, full salary, with tenure) to Associate Professor of Clinical Medicine, with partial affiliation, partial salary, without tenure, effective January 1, 1972. As of July 1, 1972 a change in salary status to without salary from the University.

Termination

Dr. George T. Wohl, Professor of Clinical Radiology, School of Medicine, effective February 29, 1972.

Resignation

Dr. James A. Halstead, Professor of Clinical Medicine, School of Medicine, effective June 30, 1972.

Deceased

Dr. Edward Steinfield, Emeritus Professor of Clinical Medicine, School of Medicine, on January 4, 1972.

Promotions

The promotion of Dr. Herbert Lipshutz to Professor of Clinical Plastic Surgery, School of Medicine, effective retroactively from January 1, 1972 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University).

The promotion of Dr. Lawrence C. Parish from Associate to Assistant Professor of Dermatology, School of Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1972 (partial affiliation, partial salary, without tenure).
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SCHOOL OF MEDICINE (Continued)

Promotions (Contd)

The promotion of Dr. Howard E. Sullivan, Jr. from Associate to Assistant Professor of Clinical Medicine, School of Medicine, for the period from January 1, 1972 to June 30, 1974 (partial affiliation, without salary from the University, without tenure). (born 1927, Camden, N.J.; A.B., 1949, M.A., 1950, Amherst Coll.; M.D., 1954 Jefferson Univ.; Internship and Residency, Bryn Mawr Coll. 1954-58; Valley Forge General Hosp.; Associate in Sch. Med., U. of P. since 1962)

The promotion of Dr. Kunihiko Suzuki to Professor of Neurology, School of Medicine, which is his home department, effective retroactively from July 1, 1971 (full affiliation, full salary, has tenure).

Amendment to Previous Minute

The promotion of Dr. Joseph G. Strawitz to Associate Professor of Surgery, School of Medicine, is for three years effective July 1, 1971 (partial affiliation, without salary, without tenure).

Reappointment

The reappointment of Dr. Roselyn J. Eisenberg as Assistant Professor of Microbiology, School of Dental Medicine, for three years effective July 1, 1972 (full affiliation, full salary; period of qualification for tenure began 1969).

Leave of Absence

A scholarly leave of absence for Miss R. Roberta Throne, Assistant Professor of Oral Hygiene, School of Dental Medicine, for the academic year 1972-73 with up to one-half salary and the continuation of benefits. (to go to Forsythe Univ. (Boston) to observe new studies for dental hygienists).